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DISCLAIMER
The information in this document is only a summary and overview and is
not intended to substitute for the full text and meaning of any law, rule or
regulation. The City disclaims any liability for errors that may be
contained in this document and shall not be responsible for any
damages, consequential or actual, arising out of or in connection with
the use of this document and/or the information contained herein. The
City reserves the right to take action at variance with this document. This
document shall not be construed to create a substantive or procedural
right or benefit enforceable by any person. The information contained in
this document is current only as of the publication date of this document.
© 2022 New York City Department of Buildings
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PRESENTATION OVERVIEW
The course will present an overview of the requirements of the Tenant
Protection Plan (TPP) for work in residential and mixed-use buildings
containing at least one occupied dwelling.
Attendees will understand when a Tenant Protection Plan is required as
opposed to an Occupant Protection Plan and will receive an overview of
the 7 essential elements that comprise a TPP, as set forth in NYC
Administrative Code §28-120.1.
The course will discuss recent and upcoming changes to the TPP in
DOB NOW, inspection and auditing process and how acceptable TPPs
must be specific to that job site. Participants will also learn about
recent updates mandated local laws 154 of 2017, Local Law 106 of
2019 and Local Laws 116 and 118 of 2019.
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OFFICE OF THE TENANT ADVOCATE
▪ Created by Local Law 161 of 2017.
▪ Charged with monitoring TPP compliance and receiving
complaints directly from tenants.
▪ Conducts “Random” and “Special” (referrals from OBM for
“Inadequate TPP”) audits of TPPs.
▪ Staffed by:
• Tenant Liaisons to intake complaints
• ACPE and Examiners to conduct audits
• Inspection Team
• Data Analyst
▪ Contact OTAPlanExam@buildings.nyc.gov.
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TENANT PROTECTION PLAN (TPP) vs.
OCCUPANT PROTECTION PLAN (OPP)
▪ The Tenant Protection Plan (TPP) is required whenever any
dwelling unit remains occupied during construction. The TPP is
required even when residential space is not within the proposed
construction area (e.g., work on commercial spaces in a mixed-use
building).

▪ The Occupant Protection Plan (OPP) is required for non-residential
projects as per 2014 BC 3303.10 and are NOT filed with or
reviewed by NYCDOB. A copy of the OPP must be available on-site
for review by authorized personnel and NYCDOB inspectors.

▪ For commercial construction in mixed-use buildings, both a TPP
(for tenant protection) and an OPP (for commercial areas) must be
provided.
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TENANT PROTECTION PLAN (TPP) vs.
OCCUPANT PROTECTION PLAN (OPP)
OPP

TPP
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RECENT DOB PROCESS UPDATES
 DOB NOW Work Types that currently require a TPP
• Antenna
• Boiler
• Curb Cut
• Earthwork
• Foundation
• General Construction
• Mechanical
• Plumbing
• Sign
• Sprinkler
• Standpipe
• Structural
• Support of Excavation
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RECENT DOB PROCESS UPDATES
▪ Required if one or more dwelling unit(s) will be occupied during
construction.

▪ TPPs are now a “Prior to Permit” required item.
▪ Prepared by the RDP engaged by the Contractor, except for 1- or 2family houses, where it may be submitted by the AOR.
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RECENT DOB PROCESS UPDATES
▪ In DOB NOW, the Tenant Protection Plan is now
an online fillable form
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RECENT DOB PROCESS UPDATES
 TPPs can be amended at any time by inputting a “TPP Update.” A PAA is

no longer required.

▪ To update the TPP after its approval, the
Action can be found in the TPP Request
dashboard accessed from the left menu bar or
in the TPP tab in the main Job Filing window.
▪ Click the drop-down menu in the Filing Action
column to select Update TPP.
▪ Click Yes to confirm that you wish to Amend
the TPP.

 For guidance creating a TPP in DOB NOW, please refer to the “DOB NOW

BUILD: Tenant Protection Plans and Site Safety Plans” training available
on DOB’s website.
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RECENT DOB PROCESS UPDATES
 TPPs are no longer reviewed by a DOB Plan Examiner. They

are simply received into the system, like other “Prior to
Permit” required items.
 TPPs are subject to random or special audits.
 OTA has a TPP audit team that performs audits for TPPs filed

after the “prior to permit” effective date. All boroughs are
covered.
 For jobs filed before the “prior to permit” effective date, TPP

audits are referred to Borough Plan Examiners.
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BACKGROUND: WHY TPPS ARE
NECESSARY
▪ Legislated tenant protections evolved
from continued harassment during
construction.

• Interruption and/or denial of

essential services (heat, water, gas,
etc.)

• Unsafe living conditions (blocked

egress, compromised fire protection,
etc.)

• Unsafe construction practices
• Byproducts of the building process
(noise, debris, dust, fumes, etc.)
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BACKGROUND: WHY TPPS ARE
NECESSARY
❑ Historical NYC DOB Tenant Protection requirements:
▪ 1984: NYC DOB Directive 1: genesis of the “seven essential elements

of a Tenant Safety Plan” (now TPP).

▪ 2008: Tenant Protection Plan requirements included in the

Building Code.
▪ 2017, 2019 & 2021: “Tenant Protection” Legislation.
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BACKGROUND: WHY TPPS ARE
NECESSARY

Flammable
construction debris &
trash block egress
path.
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Fire-rated corridor
construction is
compromised.
Temporary protection
or Fire Watch is
required.

BACKGROUND: WHY TPPS ARE
NECESSARY
Misplaced Exit
Sign

Dust protection
(plastic barrier)
damaged and
ineffective
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BACKGROUND: WHY TPPS ARE
NECESSARY
Open wood joistsfire hazard & noise
problem

What are the effects
on surrounding
tenants?

Excessive debris
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LEGISLATIVE REQUIREMENTS
LL154/2017

LL154/2017

TPP reform and
inspection requirements

TPP reform and
inspection requirements

LL116/2019
TPP now submitted
“Prior to Permit”
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LL118/2019

LL40/2021

Owner signature
required; increased
violation cost

Enhanced TPP
requirements related to
lead-safe work

RECENT LEGISLATIVE UPDATES
 Local Law 40 of 2021, effective 4/18/2022, requires
enhanced protections where lead-based paint, or paint of
unknown lead content will be disturbed.
§ 8. Subdivision 3.1 of section 28-120.1 of the administrative code of the city of New
York, as added by local law number 106 for the year 2019, is amended to read as
follows:
3.1. [There] Lead and asbestos. Where the work involves disturbance of lead-based
paint, as defined in section 27-2056.2, or paint of unknown lead content or asbestos,
there shall be included a statement of compliance with applicable provisions of law
relating to lead and asbestos, [and such statement shall describe with particularity what
means and methods are being undertaken to meet such compliance] including whether
the firm performing proposed work holds the certification or certifications required to
perform such work pursuant to section 27-2056.11, and disclosure of any open
violations related to lead issued by the department of health and mental hygiene or the
department of housing preservation and development.
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TENANT PROTECTION PLAN
TARGET AUDIENCE
 Unlike other DOB filings, Tenants, not Design
Professionals, are the target audience.
 Must be in plain English - should not use technical terms.
 Be clear - no conflicting information.
 Be site specific.
 Do not use terms such as “code complaint,” “by law,” etc.
 All documents referenced in the TPP must be accessible
to the public.
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TPP CREATION IN DOBNOW:
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
As noted previously, all DOBNOW TPP submissions are done as online
“input” into the DOBNOW system prior to permit. This presentation
does not address the TPP submission process for BIS applications or
for older DOBNOW applications (which varies depending upon the date
of application filing).
Supplemental Documents (typically plan diagrams) may also be
uploaded as part of a TPP submission.
The following pages describe required elements of an acceptable TPP
but do not provide specific instructions for how to submit in the
DOBNOW system. That information is available in separate training
material available online.
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TPP CREATION IN DOBNOW:
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
In compliance with 2014 NYC Administrative Code 28-120.1, the ten required
elements of a Tenant Protection Plan to be input into DOBNOW are:
 1: List all units that will or may be occupied during construction
 2: Egress
 3: Fire Safety









4: Health Requirements
5: Lead & Asbestos
6: Compliance with Housing Standards
7: Structural Safety
8: Noise Restrictions
9: Maintaining Essential Services
10: Other Requirements (as applicable)
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TPP CREATION IN DOBNOW:
FLOOR PLAN DIAGRAMS
▪ In many cases, adequate TPP information can be provided

through narrative means only. However, in certain
circumstances, floor plans must be provided to explain
tenant protections clearly. Examples include:
• Blocking or Closing Means of Egress: plans must show
modified egress paths & temporary signage required to
direct tenants along those paths to egress stairs and/ or
the public right-of-way.
• Phased Construction: plans must show varying egress
paths, signage, etc. as each phase is undertaken.
• The contractor, through the TPP applicant, is responsible
for determining whether or not floor plan diagrams are
necessary, subject to DOB audit.
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TPP NARRATIVE VS TPP DIAGRAMS
▪ TPP Narrative is required
• DOB NOW input narratives are the “Official” TPP
• Copying the code is not sufficient
▪ TPP Diagram is optional
• Supplemental to, not replacement of, narrative
• Provided to clarify the narrative
• Information provided should also be in narrative
• Not necessary for most apartment renovations
▪ TPP Diagrams shown are examples
• Not all inclusive and not the only way
• Protection means and methods vary between jobs
• Split into separate TPP sections for clarity
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8 STORY MULTI-FAMILY DWELLING
No tenant protection
plan is the same. They
need to reflect the
construction activities
specific to the
apartment, the
apartment's relation to
the rest of the building
occupants and the
building's layout.
The contractor should
be involved in
discussions of the TPP.
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TPP CREATION IN DOBNOW:
DESCRIPTION OF ITEMS
▪ Element 1: List all units that will / may be

occupied during construction.
• For smaller buildings, a complete, unit-by-unit
list should be provided.
• For larger buildings, a more general statement
is acceptable: “All (total number of units) units
will be occupied during construction, except for
the following: (list unoccupied units).”
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TPP CREATION IN DOB NOW:
DESCRIPTION OF ITEMS
LIST OF OCCUPIED APARTMENTS (No diagrams for this item)
To determine which apartments may be affected when construction begins.

Question
Is the following reply adequate for TPP element 1?
16 Apartments.

Answer
No, it is not adequate. It does not include enough information regarding the extent of
occupied apartments in the building.

Good Answers
Option 1: Apartments 1a, 1b, 2a, 2b, 4a, 4b, 5a, 5b, 6a, 6b, 8a.
Option 2: There are a total of 10 apartments in the building. All apartments in the
building will be occupied during construction, except for apartments 3a, 3b, 7a, 7b
and 8b.
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TPP CREATION IN DOB NOW:
DESCRIPTION OF ITEMS
▪ Element 2: Egress: examples of requirements
• Describe in detail how egress will be maintained.
• If any egress will be temporarily blocked, show/

describe alternative egress routes. “Phased” floor
plans may be required (to show alternative routes,
temporary exit sign locations, etc.).
• If any egress path within the construction area is to
remain in use during construction, describe how it
will be protected and maintained.
• If a Fire Watch is required due to unprotected or
compromised egress paths, then state that
(including hours of operation).
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EGRESS

JOB DESCRIPTION: GC – APARTMENT RENOVATION

To ensure building
occupants can safely
exit in the event of
an emergency.

Relevant Questions:
• Are construction personnel and/ or materials going to pass through public egress paths?
• Is any change to any egress path going to occur during construction?
• Is any temporary directional signage needed?
• Are there fire escapes on the building?
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TPP CREATION IN DOBNOW:
DESCRIPTION OF ITEMS
▪ Element 3: Fire Safety
• Describe in detail what areas or components will be
compromised during construction (fire rated
partitions, pipe chases, stair enclosures, floor &
ceiling assemblies, etc.).
• State/show where fire extinguishers will be
provided.
• If a sprinkler or standpipe system is affected,
describe the scope and any service interruptions
anticipated (cross-reference to item 7).
• If a Fire Watch is required due to unprotected or
compromised egress paths, then state that
(including hours of operation).
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FIRE SAFETY

JOB DESCRIPTION: GC – APARTMENT RENOVATION

To ensure the integrity of
existing fire rated
systems that are in place
are maintained and
function as intended.

Relevant Questions:
• Are public hallways or tenant separations being compromised?
• Are there sprinkler and standpipe systems?
• Will work on fire-rated elements be complete after one day? If not, then how are those
elements protected during off-hours?
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FIRE SAFETY
Tenant occupies apartment
during construction.
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JOB DESCRIPTION: GC – APARTMENT RENOVATION

TPP CREATION IN DOBNOW:
DESCRIPTION OF ITEMS
▪ Element 4: Health Requirements
• Describe in detail how dust will be controlled (HEPA

vacuums, wet mopping, filter fabric over windows
and/ or mechanical grilles & registers, etc.).
• Describe how debris will be removed, including
frequency of removal.
• Describe how sanitary facilities will be maintained/
provided.
• Note: Although also listed here, noise control should
be in Item 8
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HEALTH
REQUIREMENTS

JOB DESCRIPTION: GC – APARTMENT RENOVATION

To minimize the impact of
construction activities on
the health of building
occupants.

Relevant questions:
• How are entries protected (unit and/ or public as applicable)?
• How are public hallways, stairs & elevators affected/ protected?
• How are materials being delivered and disposed?
• How are construction workers entering and leaving the premises?
• Are the proposed mitigation methods sufficient to control dust?
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TPP CREATION IN DOBNOW:
DESCRIPTION OF ITEMS
▪ Element 5: Lead and Asbestos
• State what lead and asbestos testing was done and give the

results.
• Refer to types and availability of relevant testing forms (ACP5 to
asbestos, for example). Forms need not be part of the TPP.
• Typically, asbestos abatement and lead abatement are not part of
the NYCDOB construction filing. However, tenant protections
required for any remaining lead and / or asbestos that is not being
disturbed must be described.
• Local Law 40 of 2021, effective April 18, 2022 requires additional
information to be included in their replies:
– State disturbance of lead paint or paint of unknown substances
– Provide name of firm and certify that firm is certified to perform
work
– List open violations with DOHMH and/or HPD
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LEAD AND
ASBESTOS

JOB DESCRIPTION: GC – APARTMENT RENOVATION

To prevent lead and
asbestos exposure to
building occupants.

Relevant questions:
• Was the structure built prior to 1978 (Federal lead paint ban)?
• Was the structure built prior to April 1, 1987 (NYC asbestos ban)?
• Are lead- or asbestos-containing material quantities great enough to require special
handling and/ or abatement?
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TPP CREATION IN DOBNOW:
DESCRIPTION OF ITEMS
▪ Element 6: Compliance with Housing Standards:
• NYS Housing Maintenance Code (Title 27, Chapter 2)
• NYS Multiple Dwelling Law (1929- initial issuance)
• Both of these references impose requirements on

building owners, landlords and tenants to maintain safe
and sanitary buildings. General contractors are not
directly mentioned but must comply as necessary (to
the extent of the contractual relationships to the
building owner and/ or unit owner / tenant).

▪ Relevant questions:
• Was the structure built prior to 1929 (MDL adoption)?
• Will the building management share responsibility for
any tenant protections during construction?
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TPP CREATION IN DOBNOW:
DESCRIPTION OF ITEMS
COMPLIANCE WITH HOUSING STANDARDS (No diagrams for this section)
To ensure safe and sanitary environments for building occupants.

Question
Is the following reply adequate for TPP element 6?
The requirements of the NYCHMC, where applicable, shall be strictly
observed.

Answer
It is not adequate. It has acronyms and did not include the requested items.

Good Answer
The proposed work will comply with the New York City Housing Maintenance
Code and the New York State Multiple Dwelling Law.
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TPP CREATION IN DOBNOW:
DESCRIPTION OF ITEMS
▪ Element 7: Structural Safety
• If no structural work is proposed, then simply

state that.
• If any structural work is proposed, describe in
detail how tenants will be protected during such
work. Cross-referencing to a different TPP filed
under a separate structural filing is acceptable.
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STRUCTURAL
SAFETY

JOB DESCRIPTION: GC – APARTMENT RENOVATION

To determine whether
structural work will cause
safety concerns for
building occupants.

Relevant questions:
• Is temporary shoring or underpinning required?
• Will building fire protection be compromised (element 3)?
• Will related scaffolding or a sidewalk shed be required?
• Will the structural work compromise the tenant’s use of the apartment?
• Will the work necessitate tenant relocation?
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TPP CREATION IN DOBNOW:
DESCRIPTION OF ITEMS
▪ Element 8: Noise Restrictions
• A separate Noise Mitigation Plan is required to be

submitted to the NYC Department of Environmental
Protection (see specific requirements in AC 24-219).
• The Noise Mitigation Plan is an online submission to
DEP which is required prior to construction start.
Specifics need not be provided in the TPP, but a crossreference to the plan and any DOB-issued After Hours
Variance (AHV) is required as applicable.
• In some cases, mention of the AHV in the TPP may be
required in order to obtain AHV.
▪ Relevant questions:
• How does construction noise affect tenants within the
building?
• What are strategies to minimize disruption?
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TPP CREATION IN DOBNOW:
DESCRIPTION OF ITEMS
▪ Element 9: Maintaining Essential Services
• Almost all applications will require some interruption of “Essential

Services” such as water, electricity and / or gas for other tenants.
Exceptions occur when individual units have in-unit shutoff valves.
• Describe all anticipated Essential Service Disruptions. Cross-referencing to
a different TPP for a separate filing is acceptable.
– Type of interruption
– Number and duration of interruptions
– Notifications to be provided
– Description of sufficient alternative to be provided

▪ Relevant questions:
• In what season will the interruption occur (heat shutoff in winter)?
• Will tenants need to be relocated in order to have access to services?
• Will temporary replacement services (e.g., boiler) be required?
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TPP CREATION IN DOBNOW:
DESCRIPTION OF ITEMS
Maintaining Essential Services (No diagrams for this section)
To notify building occupants of the hours and days that utility service and elevator
disruptions will occur, why it's necessary and what will be done to mitigate disruptions.

Question
Is the following reply adequate for TPP element 9?
Heat, hot water, cold water and electricity shall be maintained in accordance with the
requirements of the New York City housing maintenance code; and notice shall be
given to occupants in advance of any disruption of such services.

Answer
It is not adequate. The list did not include the extent of utilities in a building. Note
elevators are considered an essential service.

Good Answer
All utilities throughout the building, except for water, will not be disturbed. The water
will be shut off for replacement of the bathroom sink and will not take longer than 2
hours. During this time, water bottles will be provided to maintain water access.
The passenger elevator will not be used during construction.
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TPP CREATION IN DOBNOW:
DESCRIPTION OF ITEMS
▪ Element 10: Other Items
• Any special circumstances should be described.
• If supplemental floor plan diagrams are provided, they may

be mentioned in this item but should also be crossreferenced within other items as necessary to make the TPP
as easily understood as possible.

▪ Relevant questions:
• What other work types have been filed separately that have

their own TPPs?
• How is the tenant protection work being divided among
different contractors/ subcontractors for a particular overall
project?
• Should a single TPP be developed for submission to all work
types filed? How can contractors cooperate to create it?
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TPP CREATION IN DOBNOW:
DESCRIPTION OF ITEMS
OTHER REQUIREMENTS (No diagrams for this section)
To notify building occupants of other tenant protection plans that are related to this job
under separate job numbers.

Question
Is the following reply adequate for TPP element 10?
28-104.8.4.1 Public availability of tenant protection plan. Upon issuance of a permit for work
containing a tenant protection plan, the department shall make the tenant protection plan
publicly available on its website. 28-104.8.4.2 Provision of copy of tenant protection plan to
occupants upon request. The owner of a building undergoing work for which a tenant
protection plan is required by section 28-104.8.4 shall, upon request from an occupant of a
dwelling unit within such building, provide such occupant with a paper copy of the tenant
protection plan approved by the department.

Answer
It is not adequate. The information listed are requirements for the TPP.

Good Answers
Refer to Job #M123456789-I1 for the tenant protection plan related to the structural work.
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TPP CREATION IN DOB NOW: UPDATES
▪ If the work scope changes during construction, the TPP must be

updated to reflect any additional tenant protections required (as
applicable).
▪ Updates to TPPs will not be reviewed by DOB plan examiners. They
are automatically approved by the DOBNOW system as
“professionally- certified” documents.
▪ Updated TPPs must be available on-site as soon as they are
necessary to reflect actual conditions at the premises.
▪ Floor plan diagrams, if included, must be uploaded as TPP
attachments/drawings (not as AI1).
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TPP CREATION IN DOB NOW:
PRE-SIGNOFF OCCUPANCY
 In many cases, buildings are granted partial occupancy for dwelling

units while construction is completed elsewhere in the structure (e.g.,
commercial units in mixed- use buildings).

 Per 2014 BC 3303.10.1, a TPP is required as soon as any dwelling unit

is occupied in any building that is still undergoing construction. This is
true even if construction is no longer occurring in residential portions of
the building.

 All open applications for a building (“project”) that require a TPP must

have one. For example, if General Construction (GC), Plumbing (PL), and
Mechanical (MS) applications for a building are still open when
residential occupancy occurs, then all three of those applications must
file a TPP.

 Pre-Signoff TPPs are submitted in DOBNOW as per the regular protocol.
No DOB review will occur, but all TPPs are subject to DOB audit,
violations, Stop Work Orders, etc.
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TPP CREATION IN DOB NOW:
TAKEAWAYS
 TPPs are for tenants, not design professionals. They should be

presented in clear, simple language in an organized and easilyunderstood way.

 TPPs must be detailed and specific.
 TPPs must fully address all ten elements listed in DOBNOW.
 There are often multiple TPPs filed for a “project’s” various work

types (General Construction, Plumbing, Mechanical, etc.). Related
TPPs must be coordinated with each other.

 Do not refer to the underlying DOB application or documents, which
may not be available for viewing by the public.

 Do not use generic terms such as “code compliant,” “protected in
accordance with law,” etc.

 Do not use professional jargon or cite code sections by number.
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TENANT PROTECTION PLAN ENFORCEMENT
▪ Notify DOB at least 72 Hours prior to start of work.
▪ Post TPP Notice to Occupants at the Building and Distribute
to all Occupants.

▪ Provide a printed copy of the entire TPP on request.
▪ Site Inspections in response to Complaints by the Public.
▪ Site Inspections for TPP compliance – Randomly selected.
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TENANT PROTECTION PLAN ENFORCEMENT
The Occupant Notice must be
printed and displayed at the
job site and distributed to all
occupants.
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TENANT PROTECTION PLAN ENFORCEMENT
▪ Safe Construction Bill of Rights
• Part of the Housing Maintenance Code
• Must include:
– Description of work being conducted & the specific location
– Hours of construction work.

– Projected timeline for the completion of work.

• Description of the amenities/essential services unavailable/interrupted
during work & plan to minimize the interruption.

• Contact info (Phone #) for Agent/Owner for non-emergency matters &
emergency matters 24hrs/7 days a week during construction.
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TENANT PROTECTION PLAN ENFORCEMENT
Safe Construction Bill of Rights
Tenants: Be advised that:
____ The property owner has filed an application for a permit for work not constituting minor alterations
or ordinary repairs with the Department of Buildings (DOB).
____ The property owner has notified the DOB that an emergency work permit is being sought.
____ The property owner has filed for a temporary certificate of occupancy, This Notice is required to be
distributed to each occupied dwelling unit or posted in a conspicuous manner in the building lobby and
on every floor within 10 feet of every elevator bank, or, in a building with no elevator, within 10 feet of
or inside every main stairwell and shall remain posted until the completion of the described permitted
work.
If the work requires a Tenant Protection Plan, the Owner is required to post and distribute a “Notice to
Occupants” indicating that a Tenant Protection Plan has been filed with the Department of Buildings.
The Notice must be distributed to each occupied dwelling unit and posted in a conspicuous manner in the
building lobby and on every floor within 10 feet of every elevator bank, or, in a building with no
elevator, within 10 feet of or inside every main stairwell and shall remain posted until the completion of
the described permitted work.
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TENANT PROTECTION PLAN ENFORCEMENT
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TENANT PROTECTION PLAN ENFORCEMENT
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TENANT PROTECTION PLAN ENFORCEMENT
▪ Failure to File a Tenant Protection Plan (TPP)
• First Offense: $10,000; Second Offense: up to $25,000.
▪ Inadequate TPP
• OATH violation with penalty of $1,600.
• Referred for TPP audit.
▪ Failure to Comply with TPP
• OATH violation with penalty of $1,600.
• FTM-No Fire Stopping (if applicable) penalty of $2,500.
▪ Failure to Post TPP Notice and/or Safe Construction Bill of Rights
• OATH violation with penalty of $1,250 for each.
▪ Failure to Notify the Department 72 hours prior to start of work
• OATH violation with penalty of $1,250.
▪ Stop Work Order is issued if dangerous conditions are present.
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TENANT PROTECTION PLAN ENFORCEMENT
▪ Real Time Enforcement Unit
• Created Under Local Law 188 of 2017.
• Requires DOB to monitor certain occupied multiple dwellings
• Inspect “immediately hazardous” complaints for work
without a permit (WWOP) within 12 hours.

• DOB has created a notification form, which will allow owners
of occupied multiple dwellings to submit the notification

when conducting certain work. DOB is monitoring such
buildings as required by the law.
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